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I woke up by a sudden sound. I felt very drowsy and tried to sleep, but the sound didn’t let me sleep. Then finally I got up to see what was that sound and where did it came from. I went to the backyard of my house. I took my cycle and started following the light and minutes later I was in front of a huge spaceship. I was amazed. When I touched it, a wave pushed me aside. It said: "Hello new human. We are the Grays." This was surely the translation of the words which the creature said. The creature was surely not an earthling. He was probably an alien!!! I was terrified of what the alien might do to me. The film depicts a terrifying abduction scene filled with horrific-looking aliens, and a medical procedure which left many theatregoers with bone-chilling nightmares. Unfortunately, Hollywood took its own artistic license and […] On the ride back, a bright light caught Travis’ eye. Shining with a yellow brilliance, the men couldn’t make out what it could be, whether a fire, or perhaps a crashed plane. They decided to drive towards the light, only to discover what Travis explained as “the most awesome, incredible sight we had seen in our entire lives.” It was a flying saucer. After shutting off the engine to their truck, the group took an even closer look at this unbelievable sight. I have a story to tell, and this is how it goes: Chapter One: Encounter…